IDW Mission Grant Evaluation Report Form

Grant recipients are to complete and submit the report form within one
month of the completion of the effort. If this is a continuing ministry, please
submit a report by January 31st of the following year, in which the grant is
received. Include pictures/videos that help share the story with other
congregations to encourage them in their own ministry. Final grant funds
will be sent upon receipt of this evaluation.

Contact Person, Congregation, and email address:
Rev. Nathan Sherrill, St. Paul’s Lutheran, nathansherrill1278@gmail.com
1. Please provide a brief overview of the effort:
Camp Creation is the annual summer outreach Camp of St. Paul’s Lutheran
Church occurring over the course of two weeks for children ages PK-2nd and 3rd-8th
respectively. The first camp is hosted at St. Paul’s Early Childhood Center the
second is hosted at the Lied Center on the Campus of Iowa School for the Deaf.
2. What goals were established for this effort and what did you hope to accomplish?
The primary goal of this effort is always to immerse children in the language and
culture of a creation worldview. Subgoals relate to this primary goal and include
capitalizing on outreach to certain population groups, maintaining a high return
rate of students, creating and sustaining community relationships and
maintaining a high level of academic and theological integrity while keeping it fun
and interactive.
3. Did you achieve your goals? If not, what do you think were some of the
contributing factors?
Absolutely. CC is always a hit. We have historically been at or near to our target
attendance. Kids love it and want to come back the next week. Parents love it,
among other things, because we always try to keep it at a very low cost or even
free and during the day, catering especially to the fact that they can have
something virtous to do during the day and the activity doesn’t conflict with
evening activities. Of course, the academics, integrity of the subject matter and
teaching is top notch.
4. Is there anything you would do differently if you were to undertake this effort
again?
For the younger grades next year we will make sure we have a more challenging
and academic 1st and 2nd grade class. For the older grades we will be working

toward gaining personal and business sponsorships in order to keep our Camp at
zero to no cost.
5. What lessons were learned through this effort?
Camp Creation is awesome. Kids and Adults love to learn from adults that love to
teach. This year at CCII we paid three stellar local Christian teachers to be our
primary science and math teachers. They hit it out of the park. The kids loved it,
most parents said this was the best Camp they ever took their kids too, and of
course, it was free. And, in the end, it was all about learning more about Jesus.
We have already had people ask us what the dates are for next year. The key, we
believe, is not to be “gimmicky.” Be real. Teach real science. Real math. Don’t
try to be funny as adults, challenge the kids. Give them meat and when its time
to have fun, have fun! One parent commented, “Pastor, thank you for sponsoring
and running Camp Creation. My daughter doesn’t like our own VBS because she
thinks it is too babyish. She has loved Camp Creation so far. She can’t wait to
come tomorrow!” (This mother is Methodist.)
6. Will this outreach effort continue and be sustaining? Did a new outreach
opportunity present itself?
Yes it will continue. Camp Creation this year will be in its 11th year. It is well
known in the community and more and more people will contribute now that
they have seen its benefits and what it can really be. It was a great benefit to
receive funding from IDW and LCEF last year in order to help us rent the space at
Iowa School for the Deaf. We hope to grow into a process by which we can gain
support from local donor organizations to continue to sustain this program in this
space.
7. What suggestions would you give to a congregation considering a similar effort?
I would suggest every congregation consider such a Camp. To date and to my
knowledge, two other congregations have followed this model. My suggestions
are: Make your summer camp your own, use your own brain and own resources.
Provide your camp at a time that is helpful to people in your community. Do your
best at providing your camp at as low of cost yet high of quality as possible. Enlist
the help of volunteers and individuals who are passionate about the subject
matter. Make sure everything you do has its foundation in the Gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ!

